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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Compliance With the Natlonal
Envlronmental Pollcy Act; Final
Guidelines
AGENCY: Department of Energy.
ACTION: Final guidelines for compliance
with the National Environmental Policy
Act.
SUMMARY: The

Department of Energy
[DOE] hereby adopts final guidelines for
implementing the procedural provisions
of the National Environmental Policy
Act [NEPA] as required by the Council
on Environmental Quality (CEQ)
regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508).
The guidelines published herein reflect
certain revisions to the proposed
guidelines, published in the Federal
Register on July 18,1979 (44 FR 42136),
based upon DOE'S consideration of
comments and upon experience under
the CEQ regulations and the proposed
guidelines.
The guidelines are applicable to all
organizational units of DOE, except the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
[FERC) which is an independent
regulatory commission within DOE not
subject to the supervision or direction of
the other parts of DOE.
EFFECTIVE DATE: March 28,1980.

I

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Dr. Robert J. Stern, Acting Director. NEPA

I

i

Affairs Division, Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Environment, Room 4G-004,
Forrestal Building, 1000 Independence
Avenue SW., Washington, D.C. 20585 (202)
252-4600.
Stephen H. Greenleigh,,Esq.,Assistant,
General Counsel for Environment, Room
6D-033,Forrestal Building, Washington,
D.C. Zp585 (202) 252-8047.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

,

I. Background
The final guidelines published herein
provide the supplemental implementing
procedures required by the CEQ
regulations. DOE published proposed
guidelines in the Federal Register on
July 18,1979 (44 FR 42136), and
established August 20,1979, as the close
of the public comment period. DOE has
operated under the proposed guidelines
since the time of publication.
On August 6,1979, DOE announced in
the Federal Register (44 FR 45918) the
establishment of Part 1021 of Chapter X
of Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations. That rulemaking provided
for DOE adoption of the CEQ
regulations and the revocation of the
NEPA regulations of predecessor
agencies of DOE. The effective date of
the rulemaking was July 30,1979.

II. Comments Received and DOE
Response
Written comments werd received from
the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation (ACHP), and four private
organizations. DOE has carefully
considered all comments received and
has modified the proposed guidelines, a s
appropriate, to assure that the final
guidelines represent sound NEPA
procedures.

planned before DOE actually receives
an application. In such cases,
applicants, and generally not DOE, have
the information necessary to determine
the applicability of other environmental
requirements and to identify interested
parties. These efforts by applicants
early in their planning process will
facilitate coordination and thereby help
-avoid duplication and delays.
Accordingly, and with the exception of
some minor format changes, DOE has
not changed its advice to applicants.
4. EPA Comments ,
The same commenter suggested that
the role of an applicant who is reqpired
The EPA suggested that DOE
promulgate its procedures as regulations to file a Fuels Decision Report under the
Fuel Use Act (FUA] should be specified
rather than guidelines to give the
in the NEPA Guidelines. DOE published
procedures greater legal authority. DOE
guidelines in the Federal Register on
considered issuing regulations but
November 5,1979 (44 FR 63740) for the
decided, instead, to issue guidelines.
preparation of the environmental
This decision was based on the advice
analysis chapter of a Fuels Decision
of CEQ staff and on the belief that
Report. The role of a FUA applicant is
guidelines would ensure flexibility.
specifically outlined by the FUA
The EPA also suggested adding
guidelines and the NEPA guidelines.
sections to the guidelines to provide for
The same commenter also asserted
monitoring mitigation measures and for
the filipg of EIS's. DOE considered these the necessity of establishing specified
time frames for the NEPA process. DOE
suggestions but concluded that the CEQ
recognizes the benefits of setting time ,
regulations adequately establish the
limits for the NEPA process and has
requirements for monitoring mitigation
repeated for emphasis the CEQ
measures (40 CFR 1505.2(c)] and for
regulations contained at 40 CFR 1501.8
filing DISs (40 CFR 1508.9).
by adding a requirement under applicant
B. ACHP Comment
.
processes which provides that DOE
The ACHP suggested adding a section establish time limits for the NEPA
process when requested to do so by an
to the guidelines which would detail the
applicant.
manner in which DOE's National
2. Section B-NEPA and Agency
Historic Presevation Act (NHPA)
responsibilities will be coordinated with Decisionmaking.Paragraph l(b)(Z)(i) of
the proposed guidelines established
its NEPA responsibilities. DOE
factors that DOE would consider in .
recognizes the benefits of coordinating
the requirements of other environmental determining the necessity and
statutes such as the NHPA with those of appropriate timing of a NEPA document
for energy technology research,
NEPA, and has supplemented the CEQ
development, demonstration, and
requirements contained at 40 CFR
commercialization programs. One
1502.25 by adding general procedures'commenter was concerned that the
under Paragraph C.4 for coordination
with environmental review requirements factors did not include the likelihood
that the technology will prove to be
of other environmental statutes. DOE
commercially feasible. DOE believes
believes that these general procedures,
that this factor is reflected in the
in conjunction with the ACHP's
broader factor already in the guidelines
regulations, 36 CFR 800, will facilitate
which reads "The extent to which
the coordination of NEPA and NHPA
' continued investment in the new
requirements.
technology is likely to cause the
C. Other Comments
program to reach a stage of investment
or commitment to implementation likely
1. Section A-NEPA and Agency
to determine subsequent development or
Planning. Paragraphs l.(c)(4) and (5) of
restrict later alternatives."
the proposed guidelines indicated that
3. Section C-Other Requirenlents of
DOE expects applicants to notify DOE
NEPA. One commenter requested that
of other governmental actions required
future revisions to the guidelines be
for project completion and of parties
interested in the proposed undertaking.
published in the Federal Register for
One commenter asserted that DOE
comment. DOE agrees that substantive
should have the responsibility for such
changes to the guidelines should be
published for comment and has added
activities. The purpose of these
appropriate requirements under
paragraphs was to provide guidance to
applicants for cases where actions are
Paragraph C.8.
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C. Section B-NEPA and Agency
4. Section &Typical Classes of
Action. One commenter auestioned the
Decisionmakinr!
application of NEPA to DOES action on
Under project level decisionmaking,
an exemption petition for a combustion
DOE has added Paragraph B.3. (c)(2) to
turbine under the Fuel Use Act (FUA),
provide for major system acquisition
on the basis that the issuance of permits
projects involving the competitive
under the Clean Air Act is exempted in
procurement
of a site and/or process.
section 7(c](l] of the Energy Supply and
,The competitive procuremerit process
Finvironmental Coordination Act from
has confidentiality requirements
NEPA. That exemption from NFPA
established pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 1905
applies only to actions taken under
which
prohibits DOE from disclosing
authority of the Clean Air Act and not to
business,
confidential or trade secret
actions taken by other agencies under
information.
Accor$ngly, DOE has
such other authorities a s FUA.
established, pursuant to the provisions .
Other commenters also questioned the of 40 CFR 1507.3@). special procedures
application of NEPA to action on a n
to provide for compliance with NEPA to
exemption petition for a peakload
the fullest extent possible. The
powerplant, on the grounds that the
environmental impact analysis required
exemption is non-discretionary and
by the special procedures will ensure
suggested the need for categorizing FUA consideration of environmental factors
exemption actions in Section D of the
in selection decisions between
DOE NEPA guidelines. DOE is
competing sites and/or processes. If
asssessing the general applicability of
selected sites and/or processes are
NEPA to specific FUA exemptions. a s
likely to have significant effects on the
well a s the need for categorizing, FUA
quality of the human environment, the
exemption actions in Section D.
special procedures provide that DOE
Appropriate public notice and
will prepare an EIS before making a go/
opportunity for comment will be
no-go decision.
provided on these matters as DOE gains
Upon publication, DOE wffl operate
additional experience with FUA
under
the special procedures on a n
implementation and before DOE
{
adoption of additional categorizations in interim basis. However, because these
procedues represent a substatnive
Section D for FUA e&mptions.
revision to the previouslv- -proposed
D. Comments Beyond Scope
guidelines, DOE affirmatively solicits
pubic comments on them and will make
One set of comments was received
appropriate modifications before final
that is beyond the scope of the
adoption of Paragraph B.3. [c)(2).
guidelines. The comments included:
Interested persons are invited to submit
(1) DOE should place energy above
written comments with respect to these
the environment in assessing planned
procedures to Dr. Robert J. Stern, Acting
departmental actions.
Director, NEPA Affairs Division, Office
(2) DOE'S policy should include
of the Assistant Secretary for
requiring substantiation and objective
Environment, Room 4G-084, Fonestal
documentation of any EPA study which
Building, 1000 Independence Avenue,
would potentially affect energy supplies. SW, Washmgton, D.C. 20585. To ensure
consideration, comments should be
111. Other Revisions to the Guidelines
received by DOE no later than 30 days
In addition to revisions made in
after publicatipn of the special
response to comments, DOE has also
procedures in the Federal Register.
revised the guidelines a s a result of
D. Section &Typical Classes of Action
experience under the CEQ regulations
'
and DOE'S proposed guidelines.
Two minor changes, both involving
rate increases, have been made in this
A. Format, Wording and Paragraph
section. The addition of rate increases
Arrangement
exceeding the rate of inflation as a
Several minor changes were made to
typical class of action normally
improve continuity and clarity and to
requiring an EA and generally
facilitate referencing specific sections of applicable to all of DOE is the logical
the guidelines.
counterpart to the categorical exclusion
for rate increases not exceeding the rate
B. Section A-NEPA and Agency
of inflation. Since this addition is
Planning
applicable to all of DOE, the rate *
Paragraph A.4. (d) was added to
increase typical class of action for
establish a n adequate notice period with Fower Marketing Administrations has
respect to scoping meetings.
been deleted.

'
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Iseued in Washington, D.C, March 25,1980.
Ruth C CIuwn,
Assistant Secretaryfor Envimrunent.
DOE NEPA GUIDELINES

Section A-NEPA and Agency P l a d q
Paragraph A.1 DOE Process [40CFR 1501.21.
Paragraph A2 Applicant Processes [40CPR
imz(d]].
Paragraph AS Whether to Prepare an
Environmental Impact Statement [40CFR
1501.4,1507.3(b)(2),and 1508.4].
Paragraph A4 Scoping [40CFR 1501.71.
Section B-NEPA and Agency
Decisionmaking
Paragraph B.1 DOE Decisionmaking [40CFR
1M)5.1].
Paragraph B.2 General Procedures.
Paragraph B.3 Specific Procedures.
Section C-Other Requirements of NEPA
Paragraph C.l Access to NEPA Documents
[40m 1507d[c)).
Paragraph C2 Supplemental Statements [40
CPR 1 ~ 9 [ c ) ] .
Paragraph C.3 Revisions of T i e Periods [40
CPR lW7.3[d)].
Paragraph C.4 Coordination With Other
Environmental Lass [40CFR 1502.251.
Paragraph C.5 Status of NEPA Actions J40
CPR 1506.6[e)].
Paragraph C.6 Oversight of Agency NEPA
Activities [40CPR 15W.2[a)].
Paragraph C.7 Compliance.
Paragraph C.8 Revisions to the Guidelines.
Section ILTypical Claeaee of Action

DOE NEPA Guidelines
The purpose of these guidelines is to
provide procedures which the
Department of Energy (DOE) will apply '
to implement the Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ)
regulations for compliance with the
National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA]. The CEQ regulations are
codified a t 40 CFR Parts 1500-1508. The
guidelines are issued pursuant to and
are to be used only in conjunction with
the CEQ regulations.
The guidelines are intended for use by
all persons acting on behalf of DOE in
carrying out certain provisions of the
CEQ regulations. They are not intended,
however, to create or enlarge any ,
procedural or substantive rights against
DOE. Any deviation from the guidelines
must be soundly based and must have
the advance approval of the Deputy
Secretary of DOE.
Section A-NEPA and &ency Planning
1, DOEProcess. The (=EQregulations
(40 CFR 1501.2) require that:
Agencies shall integrate the NEPA process
with other planning at the eerliest possible
time to hsure that planning and decibions
reflect environmental values, to avold delays

,
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later in the process, and to head off potential
conflicts.
T~ implement this requirement DOE
will:
(a) Review preliminary internal
program planning documents, regulatory
agenda, draft legislation, budgetary
materials and other developing DOE
proposals, to ensure the proper
integration of the NEPA process;
(b) Incorporate into its early planning
processes a careful consideration of: (i)
the potential environmental
consequences of its proposed actions,
and [ii] appropriate alternative~courses
of action;
(c] At the earliest possible time, in
accordance with paragraph A.3 herein,
determine whether a n
assessment (EA] or a n environmental
impact statement @IS) is required.
2. Applicant Processes. With reqpect
to applicant processes, the CEQ
regulations (40 CFR 1501.2(d)) require
agencies to:
(dl Provide for cases where actiom are
planned by private applicants or other nonFederal entities before Federal involvement
so that:
[I) Policies or designated staff are
available to advise potential applicants of
studies or other information foreseeably
required for later Federal action.
(2) The Federal agency consults early with
appropriate State and local agencies and
Indian tribes and with interested private
persons and organizations when its own
involvement is reasonably foreseeable.
(3) The Federal'agency commences its
NEPA process at the earliest possible time.
To implement this requirement:
La)
a
lease,
permit, license, certificate, financial
assistance, allocation, exemption or
similar action are expected to:
(1) Consult with DOE as early a s
to
poasible in their
obtain guidance with respect to the
appropriate level and pcope of any
studies or environmental information
which
require to be submitted
as part of or in support of their
application;
studies which are deemed
necessary and appropriate by DOE to
determine the impact of the proposed
action on the quality of the human
environment;
(3) Consult with appropriate Federal,
regional, State and local agencies and
other potentially interested parties
during the preliminary planning stages
of the proposed action to ensure that
environmental factors including
permitting requirements are identified;
(4) Submit applications for all
required Federal, regional, State and
local permits or approvals a s early a s
possible;

[b]If the proposed action ia not covered by
(5) Notify DOE as early as possible of
paragraph (a) of this section, Prepare an
other Federal, regional, State, local and
assessment (8 1508.9).
Indian tribe actions required for project
completion in order that DOE may
To implement this requirement and *
coordinate the Federal environmental
the requirements contained at 40 CFR
review, and fulfdl the requirements of 40 1507,3(b)(2):
CFR 1506.2, regarding elimination of
(a) DOE has (in Section D), identified
duplication with State and local
typical classes of DOE action:
procedures, as appropriate;
.
- "(i) Which normally do require
(6)Notify DOE of private persons and
environmental impact statements.
organizations interested in the proposed
"(ii)Which normally do not require
undertaking, in order that DOE can
either a n environmental impact
consult, as appropriate, with these
statement or a n environmental
with 40 CFR
~ a ~ineaccordance
s
assessment [categorical exclusions
1501.2(d1(21;
(3 1508.4]].
(7) Notify DOE if, prior to completion
"(iii) Which normally require
of the DOE environmental review and
environmental assessments but not
decisionmaking process, the applicant
necessarily environmental impact
'
plans or is about to take an action in
statements."
. f ~ t h e r a n c eof a n undertaki* within
(b) DOE will review individual
DOE'S jurisdiction which may meet
proposed actions to determine the
either of the criteria set forth at 40 CFR
appropriate level of NEPA
1508.l(a).
documentation required where:
[b) Upon receipt of an application, or
(1) The proposed action is not
earlier if possible, DOE will:
encompassed within the categories of
(1) Initiate and coordinate any
Section D,
wqui8ite
in
(2) The proposed action is
~ ~ c ~ r d a with
n c ethe requirements set
encompassed within the categories of
forth at 40 CFR 1506.5;
Section D, but DOE believes that the
(2) Determine. in accordance with
categorization is not appropriate to the
paragraph A.3 herein, whether a n EA or
individual proposed action.
a n EIS is required; and
(3) Public comment received on or
(3) Establish time limits for the NEPA
relating to a proposal included within
Process when requested to do SO by a n
the categories of Seption D raises a
applicant,
substantial question regarding the
(c) For major categories of DOE
categorization.
actions involving a large number of
(c) DOE will, in conducting the
a ~ ~ l i c a n tDOE
s , may Prepare generic
reviews of paragraph (b) above, either:
guidelines describing the level and
(1)Determine that neither a n EA nor
scope of environmental information
an EIS is required where it is clear that
expected from the applicant and will
the proposed action is not a major
make such @delines available to
Federal action significantly affecting the
applicants upon request.
quality of the human environment. [In
(dl For DOE Programs that h e q u e n t l ~ such cases. a brief memorandwp may be
involve another agency or agencies in
prepared explaining the basis for that
related decisions subject to NEPA, DOE
determination];
will cooperate with the other agencies in
(2) Repare a n EA where it is unclear
developing environmental information'
whether a n EIS is required: or
and in determining whether to prepare
(3) Proceed directly to EIS preparation
an EA or an EIS. Where appropriate and where it is clear that an EIS is required.
acceptable to the other
DOE
(d) DOE may add actions to or remove
wili develop or cooperate in the
actions hom the categories in Section D
development of interagency agreements
based on experience gained during
to
facilitate
coordination
and
to
reduce
implementation
of the CEQ r e d a t i o n s
delay and duplication.
and these guidelines.
3. Whether to Prepare an
4. Scoping. The CEQ regulations (40
Environmental Impact Statement. The
CFR 1501.7) require:
CEQ regulations (40CFR 1501.4) require
early and open process for determining
the Federal agency, in determining
the scope of issues to be addreseed and for
whether to prepare an EIS,to:
identifying the significant issues related to a
proposed action.
[a] Determine under its procedures
supplementins
regu1ati0ns(described in
To implement this requirement, DOE
4 1507.31 whether the proposal is one which:
will:
[I) Normally requires an environmental
(a) As soon a s practicable after a
statement,or
decision
to Prepare an EISp publish in
(2) Normally does not require either an
the Federal Register a Notice of Intent
envimmental impact statement or an
(NOI) to prepare a n EIS in accordance
environmental assessment (categorical
exclusion).
with 40 CFR 1501.7. However, where

~
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DOE finds that there is a lengthy period
between DOE's decision to prepare an
EIS and the time of actual preparation,
DOE may instead publish the NO1 at a
time sufficiently in advance of
preparation of the draft EIS to provide
reasonable opportunity for interested
persons to participate in the EIS
preparation process;
(b) Provide additional dissemination
of the NO1 in accordance with 40 CFR
1506.6:
(c] Through the NOI, invite comments
and suggestions on the proposed scope
of the EIS including environmental
issues and alternatives for consideration
in the preparation of the draft EIS and
invite public participation in the NEPA
process except where there is an
exception for classified proposals
pursuant to 40 CFR 1507.3(c) and
paragraph C.1, herein. The comment
period for the NO1 will normally b e U)
days. To the extent practicable, DOE
may consider comments received after '
the close of the designated comment
period on the NO1 in preparing the draft
EIS.
(d)If a scoping meeting .is to be held,
provide notice of the meeting in the NO1
at least 15 days before the meeting.
(el Prepare and use an EIS
implementation plan to record the
results of the scoping process and to
provide guidance to DOE for the
preparation of an EIS.
(1) The EIS implementation plan will
be a brief document and will contain:
li1 Information to address the
pr&risions of 40 CFR 1501.7(a)[2), (31, (5)s
Isl,
. - and (71:
(ii) A detailed outline of the EIS;
(iii) A description of the means by
which the EIS will be prepared,
including the nature of any contractor
assistance to be used.
(2)The EIS implementation plan may
also contain:
(i) Target page limits for the EIS;
[ii) Target time limits for EIS
preparation;
(iii) An allocation of assignments
among DOE and cooperating Bgencies.
(3) DOE will complete an EIS
'
implementation plan as soon as
practicable after the close of the
designated comment period on the NO1
or after a scoping meeting, if one is held,
whichever is later.
(4) DOE may revise the implentation
plan, as necessary during EIS
preparation.
Section El-NEPA and Agency
Decisionmaking
1.DOE Decisionmaking. The CEQ
NEPA regulations (40 CFR 1505.1)
require that agencies adopt procedures
to ensure that decisions are made in
~
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accordance with the policies and
purposes of NEPA.
To implement this CEQ requirement,
this section designates the major
decisonmaking prbcesses for DOE'S
principal programs and provides
procedures to assure that the NEPA
process corresponds with the
decisionmakinn urocesses. These
. .processes are &signated as policy level
decisionmaliing, program Jevel
decisionmaking, and project level
decisionmaking. The procedures consist
of general procedures applicable to all
DOE decisionmaking processes followed
by specific procedures applicable to the
individual decisionmaking processes.
The decisionmaking structure
designated herein in consistent with the
CEQ tiering concept (40 CFR 1502.20),
which provides for focusing on the
actual issues ripe for decision and
eliminating repetitive discussions of the
issues already decided. Accordingly,
environmental documents prepared for
policy level decisions will normally .
focus on broad issues and will provide
the foundation for subsequent program
and project environmental documents.
Environmental documents prepared for
program level decisions will normally
focus on narrower issues than at the
policy level and may summarize and
incorporate by reference discussions
contained in any relevant policy level
environmental document but should not
repeat the discussion of issues already
decided at the policy level of
decisionmaking. Similary,
environmentaldocume& propared for
project level decisions will normally
focus on issues specific to the proposed
project and may summarize and
incorporate by reference discussions
contained in any broader environmental
documents but should not repeat the
discussion of issues decided at higher
levels of decisionmaking.
(2) General Procedures.
[a) The following general procedures
apply to all DOE decisionmaking
processes. DOE will:
(1) At the earliest possible time in the
decisionmaking process: (i) identify and
evaluate environmental factors and
appropriate alternative courses of
action, and (ii) determine in accordance
with paragraph A.3 herein the
appropriate level of enviromental
review document required.
(2) Commence preparation of the
relevant environmental document as
close as possible to the time that DOE
begins development of or is presented
with a proposal (40 CFR 1508.23), and
complete the document in advance of
final decisonmaking.
(3) During the development and
consideration of a proposal and the
'
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relevant environmental document,
review other DOE planning and
decisionmaking documents to ensure
that alterntives [including the proposed
action] to be considered by the
decisionmaker are encompassed by the
range of alternatives in the relevant
environmental document.
141 Circulate the relevant
envkonmental document or summary
thereof with the proposal and other
decisionmaking documents through
DOE's internal review processes to
ensure that DOE officials use the
environmental documents in mayng
decisions and that the decisionmaker
consider the alternatives described
therein.
(5) Where ari EIS is prepared, publish
the record of decision (40 CFR 1505.2) in
the Federal Register and make it
available to the public as specified in 40
CFR 1506.6 except as provided in
paragraph C.1. For the purposes of 40
CFR 1506.1, the record of decision will
be deemed issued upon signature by the
appropriate DOE official.
(6) Utilize the tiering concept in
accordance with 40 CFR 1502.20 and
1508.28 to the fullest extent practicable.
3. Specific Procedures.

(a) Policy level decisionmaking. At
this level of decisionmaking, DOE is
deciding on broad strategies to achieve
energy goals such a s c o n s e ~ a t i o n .
development of new resources and use
of more abundant resources. Policy level
decisions may, for example. be
representated by proposals for
legislation or by formal statements of
national energy policy.
(I) For legislative proposals, DOE will:
identify and evaluate relevant
environmental issues and reasonable
alternatives, and make a determination
regarding the need to prepare an
environmental document during the
proposal formulation and early drafting
stages; and, normally prepare, consider,
and publish any required environmental
document in connection.with the
submittal of a proposal to Congress,
except as may be provided in 40 CFR
1506.8.
(2) For formal statements of national
'
energy policy DOE will: initiate
implementation of the applicable
general procedures specified above
during the analysis phase of policy
development; and will prepare, consider,
and publish any required environmental
document in advance of policy adoption
for those policies that will result in or
substantially alter DOE programs.
(b) Program level decisionmaking. At
this level of decisionmaking, DOE is
deciding on a variety of approaches to
implement specific policies or statutory
authorities. Program level decisions are

20698
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generally represented by the
advancement of an energy technology
program, the issuance of program
regulations, or the adoption of a
program plan.
(1) For energy technology research,
development, demonstration and
commercialization programs, DOE will:
Initiate the applicable general
procedures specified above concurrent
with program initiation: and, if required,
prepare the relevant environmental
document when environmental effects
can be meaningfully evaluated. When
required, the relevant environmental
document would normally be prepared
in advance bf a decision to proceed with
the development phase of a resear&,
development, demonstration, and
commercialization program.
Nevertheless, DOE will consider the
following factors throughout the
in determining the necessity
and appropriate timing bf the relevant
environmental document: (i] The
significance of the environmental
impacts of the technology, if applied, on
the quality of the human environment;
and (iil The extent to which continued
investment in the new technology is
likely to cause the program to reach a
stage of investment or commitment to
implementation likely to determine
subsequent development or restrichlater
alternatives.
l21 programs that are
by regulations, DOE will initiate
implementation of the applicable
general procedures specified above
during early regulation drafting stages.
Publication of a draft EIS, if required,
accompany publication
the proposed regu1ati0ns and
be
available for public comment at any
hearings held on the proposed
regulations. The draft EIS need not
accompany notices of inquiry or
advance notices of proposed rulemaking
intended to gather information during
early Stages of regulation development.
The relevant environmental document,
with comments and responses, will be
included in the administrative record- In
accordance with 40 CFR 1508.10.(b](2],
final rulemakings promulgated pursuant
to the Administrative Procedure Act
may be issued simultaneously with
publication of the notice of the ,
availability of the final EIS.
(31 For programs that are not included
in paragraphs (1) and [2] and that are
implemented by a formal program plan,
DOE will: initiate implementation of the
applicable general procedures specified
above concurrent with program plan
formulation; and, if required, prepare the
reievant environmental document when
the environmental effects of the program

/
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can be meaningfully evaluated If an EIS
is required, it will be prepared.
considered, and published and the
requisite record of decision issued
before taking an actipn that would have
an adverse environmental impact or
limit the choice of reasonable
alternatives except as provided in 40
CFR 1506.l[c].
(c] Project level decisionmaking. At
this level of decisionmaking, DOE is
deciding on specific actions to execute a
Program or to perform a r e g u l a t o ~
responsibility. Project level decisions
are generally represented by the
approval of projects, by the approval or
disapproval of applications, or by the
decisions on applications rendered in
adjudicatory proceedings.
(1) For projects that are undertaken
directly by DOE, includmg projects
involving the sole source procurement of
a site and/or process, DOE will: initiate
implementation of the applicable
general procedures specified above
concurrent with project concept
development; andl if required, Prepare*
consider, and publish the relevant
environmental document before making '
a gotno-go decision on the project. In
if a
project requires
preparation of an EIS,DOE will not take
a n action concerning the project which
would have an adverse environmental
effect or which would limit the choice of
reasonable alternatives until the'
required record of decision ie issued.
(2) For major system acquisition
projects involving selection of sites and/
or processes by competitive
DOE
p,c,ement,
[i] Require that environmental data
and analyses be submitted a s a discrete
part of an offeror's proposil. (The level
of detail required for
data and analyses will be specified by
DOE for each applicable procurement
action. The data will be limited to that
reasonably available to offerms.)
(ii] Independently evaluate and verify
the accuracy of environmental data and
analyses submitted by offerors.
(iii] For proposals in the competitive
range, prepare and consider before the
selection of sites and/or processes a n
environmental impact analysis in
accordance with the following:
[a] In order to comply with 18U.S.C.
1905 which prohibits DOE from
disclosing business, confidential, or
trade secret information, the
environmental impact analysis will be
subject to the confidentiality
requirements of the competitive
procurement process and therefore
exempt from mandatory public
disclosure.
(b] The environmental impact analysis
will be based on the Environmental data

.
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and analyses submitted by offerors and
on supplemental information developed
by DOE as necessary for a reasoned
decision.
[c) The environmental impact analysis
will focus on environmental issues that
are pertinent to a decision on proposals
in the competitive range and will
include:
(1) A brief discussion of the purpose
of each proposal including any site or
process variations having environmental
implications.
[2) For each proposal, a discussion of
the salieht characteristics of the
proposed sites and/or processes a s well
a s alternative sites and/or processes
reasonably available to the offeror or to
DOE.
[3] A brief comparative evaluation of
the environmental impacts of the
proposals. This evaluation will focus on
significant environmental issues and
clearly identify and define the
Comparative environmental merits of the
proposals.
(4) A discus$ion of the environmental
impacts of each proposal. This
discussion will address direct and
indirect effects, short-term and longterm effects, proposed mitigation
measures, adverse effects which cannot
be avoided, areas where important
environmental information is incomplete
or unavailable, unresolved
environmental issues, and praqticable
mitigating measures not included in the
proposal.
(5) To the extent known for each
proposal, a list of Federal, State, and
local government permits, licenses, and
approvals which must be obtained in
implementing the proposal.
(iv] Document the consideration given
to environmental factors in a publiclyavailable selection statement to record
that the relevant environmental
consequences of reasbnable alternatives
have been evaluated in the selection
process. The selection statement willnot
contain business, confidential, trade
secret or other information the
disclosure of which is prohibited by 18
U.S.C. 1905 or the confidentiality
requirements of the competitive
procurement process. The selection
statement will be filed with the
Environmental Protection Agency.
(v] If the selected sites and/or
processes are likely to have significant
effects on the qualit$ of the human
environment, phase subsequent contract
work to allow publicly available EIS's to
be prepared, considered and published
in full conformance with the
requirements of 40 CFR Parts 1500-1508
and in advance of a gotno-go decision.
(3) For projects that involve
applications to DOE for financial
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a case by case basis in accordance with Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, the
assistance or applications fo DOE for a
Coastal Zone Management Act, the
permit, license, exemption, allocation or the requireinenta of DOE'S FOIA
regulations and the applicable statutes.
Endangered Species Act, the Fish and
similar regulatory action involving
Wherever possible, the fundmental
Wildlife Coordination Act, the Wild and
informal administrative proceedings,
policy of full disclosure of NEPA
Scenic Rivers Act, the National Historic
DOE will: apply NEPA early in the
documents will be followed. In some
Preservation Act, Section 13 of the
process in accordance with 40 CF'R
cases, this will mean that classified or
Federal Nonnuclear Research and
1501.2(d) and paragraph A.2 herein;
confidential information may be
Development Act, the Marine Protection,
commence preparation of the relevant
Research and Sanctuaries Act, the
environmental document, if required, no excised, prepared as an appendix, or
otherwise segregated to allow the
Resource Conservation and Recovery
later than immediately after
release of the nonsensitive portions of p . Act, and other Acts, as deemed
applications are received and in
accordance with the requirements set
document.
appropriate by DOE.
'
2. Supplemental Statemente. (a) If
[b) Determine the applicability of
forth at 40 CF'R 1506.5; and consider the
other environmental requirements early
relevant environmental document, if one required, DOE will prepare, circulate,
and file a supplement to a draft or final
in the planning process to ensure
is prepared, in decisions on the
EIS, in accordance with 40 CFR
compliance and to avoid delays.
application.
1502.9[c).However, here it is unclear
(c] In addition to the information
(4)For actions that involve
whether an EIS supp ement is required,
required by 40 CFR 1502.25(b]. include in
adjudicatory proceedings, excluding
DOE will prepare an analysis which
draft and final EIS's plans and estimated
judicial or administrative. civil, or.
schedules for compliance with other
criminal enforcement actions, DOE will: provides sufficient information to
support a DOE determination with
applicable environmental review
normally prepare, consider and publish
the relevant environmental document, if respect to the criteria of 40 CFR 1502.9(c) requirements.
(i) and (ii). Based on the anslysis, DOE
(d) Use the relevant NEPA document
required, in advance of a decision, and
will determine whether to prepare an
to support the fulfillment of the review
include the document in the formal
EIS supplement. Where DOE determines and documentation requirements of
record of the proceedings. If an EIS is
other environmental statutes and
that an EIS supplement is pot required,
required, the draft EIS will normally
DOE will prepare a brief memorandum
regulations, and to report the status of
precede preliminary staff
which explains the basis for that
compliance with these other
recommendations, and publication of
environmental authorties.
the final EIS will normally precede final determination.
(b) When applicable, DOE will
5. Status of NEPA Actions. ~ndividhals
staff recommendations and that portion
incorporate an EIS supplement or a brief or organizations desiring information or
of the public hearing related to the EIS.
status reports on elements of the NEPA
memorandum and supporting analysis
The EIS need not precede preliminary
process should address their inquiries
hearings designed to gather information into any related formal administrative
to:
record prior to making a final decision
for use in the EIS.
on
the
a
c
t
i
~
n
which
is
the
subject
of
the
NEPA mahe
~ i ~ office
i ~ iof ~ ~ ,
Section %Other Requirements of
EIS supplement or analysis.
Environment, Department of Energy, 1000
'
NEPA
3. Revisions of Time Periods. The
Independence Avenue. S.W., Washington,
1.Access to AEPA Documents. The
D.C. 20585.
CEQ regulations (40 CFR 1507.3(d)),
CEQ NEPA regulations (40 CFR
allow agencies to proj d e for periods of
oversight of~gencym p ~
1507.3(c))allow an agency to develop
time other than those presented iri 40
~ ~ ~ ne
i ~~~i~~~~~
~ i ~ secretary
j ~ ~for .
criteria for limiting public access to
CFR 1506.10 when necessary comply
Environment, or his/her designee, will
environmental documents which involve with other specific statutory
be responsible for overall ~eviewof
classified information. This section
requirements.
DOE NEPA compliance. .
provides the DOE policy for addressing
Certain circumstances, such as
7. Compliance. These guidelines are
classified information as well as policy
statutory deadlines, may require that the intended for use by all persons actingon
for addressing confidential information. periods established in 40 CFR 1506.10 for behalf of DOE in carrying out certain
Classified or confidential information the timing of DOE NEPA actions be
provisions of the CEQ regulations. Any
is exempted from mandatory public
altered. If DOE determines that, in order deviation from the guidelines must be
disclosure by O 552(b) of the Freedom of to comply with specific requirements of
soundly based and must have the
Information Act [FOIA) (5 U.S.C. 552),
other statutes, such revisions are
advance approval of the Deputy
5 1004.10(b) of DOE's regulations
necessary, a notice of the determination secretary
o f ~ ~ E ,
implementing FOIA (10 CFR Part 10041,
will be published in the Federal
8. Revisions to the Guidelines. DOE
and 18 U.S.C. 1905. Public access to such Register. This notice will briefly provide will, in accordance with 40 CFR 1507.3,
information will be restricted in
the reason for such alterations and
review these guidelines on a continuing.
accordance with such regulations and
contain information on the revised time
basis and revise them as necessary to
applicable statutes.
periods. Related notices of substantive
full compliance with the
All NEPA documents (as defined at 40 action, if applicable, may be published
p q o s e s and provisions of NEPA,
CFR 1508.10), the EIS implementation
jointly with notice8 published pursuant
Substantive
will be published
plan, and the record of decision are
to this paragraph.
in the Federal Register and will be
subject to the mandatory public
4. Coordination With Other
finally adopted only after an opportunity
disclosure requirements of FOIA and the Environmental Laws. The CEQ
for public review.
DOE regulations implementing FOIA
regulations (40 CF'R 1502.25) provide for
except documents which are
integrating the NEPA process and other
determined, in accordance with the
environmental requirements.
applicable statutes and regulations, to
To the fullest extent pqssible, DOE
contain classified or confidential
will:
I
information. DOE will determine the
(a) Coordinate NEPA compliance with
treatment of documents containing
other evnironmental review
classified or confidential information on requirements including those under: the
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NormeRy require EIS's

Normally reqrire EA'a bot not mcemdly EWs

Normally do not require either EA's a Elsa

~aaeaoiAFII#U~ApQllQb(.OM~WE
Administrative p r o c u r e m (e.g.. general wpplles)

......-.--...DOE acUom wtUdl ensble a result h .nghreeme DOE accbns M c h cve qmcled lo restllt h the conanrction end operation

............................Peacmnelactions.........................................

dsvskpmentacMUa%Le..daaleddaalgn,~ ofaMI-rcale6nwgys@wnpm~
apnent~-ofener(nsyaempdolypea
DOE acllorm w k h pmJId0 !plb3 lo Nte or bcsl DOE ecliom which
e m txrwrdm lhwgh regulalloll a(
~ I o r ~ c o n s f n v e m n p o O R m s e n s g y u s e o n a ~ ~

Contracts fur p e m M l services

- ..................................................................
-,. ..................................................................

Reports a reammendabm on leglplatlon a poposad d
making*rhichwaamtinilialedbyM)€
+pliance
acbns, IncluSng n
im@Qab
lm,
canlsnmces.
hearings nollces of ,probable violations ard remedlel

order0

.

..............................................................................
.........................................................................................
....................................................................................

Interpretetions and rulings, or modKicedkn a resdssbns
thereof.
h
Romulgatbn of &a end regulations wtkh we
nature, or which do not Bubstantlally change the s(fect
of the regulationsWng amended.
Actions rrim respect to the planning and Implementation ol
emergency measures p n w ~ .tto ,be lntematknsl
E l l e w Rognun.
lmmnation g a t k h g . anelpls, end dlseemhgtion
Actions in the nature of conceptual d d g n or feedWny d d
les.
Actjons Involving rartine'maintenance of M ) E d a o p
1
crated facilWs.
Acbions in the nature ol analylic energy supplyldemand studies which do not result In a DOE reporl or hmmendation on legislation o r d e r WE pmposd.
Adjustments, exceptions, emmptiars. appeak, rtsys or
modilkations a rescladomol ordsrs LMued pusuant tn
the Emergency PeOdeum Mocallon Acf an amended.
Rate increases for pdu& a services m w b W byDOE Rate hueasen f a pmJId0 poduchl a sarvlcas nwandapprwalolratehaeasesfornonOOEenUUen;
keledbyWEandapprwalolrPteIncreaseclfor
which do not exceed the .rate of Inflation In the perlod m D O E entitiep whlch axcaed the m e of lnliation
In It* period since the tast increase.
since the last rate increaw.
Actions that are substantially Um ~ a m een other accbns lor
M i the environmental act&ma for d k h the envLaF
mental effects have akeedy been aslressed kr a NEPA
document and determined by DOE to be deartylnsignib
cant and where such assesMent la anentty valid.

.-.....-.......... .................... ......................................................................
........................................................... ............................

...................................... ................................................

-

.........................................................................................

...................................................................................

C l a w of ACUON

AppUcabb to Uwnwa to ImporVUrport Natural QI Purwant to Ssctlon 9 of the Nahml G

u Act

~~.

Approvalldisappmal of a new license or an amm& Appmvalldsappmval of applica%ns +Mng
the consbudion of new liquid
mant to an dsting ltcsnse which dDes not irvohre n a W gas
or etorege t e d l i i a a &@icmt
axnew consimcUon, but wtkh requires bperntional pnsion of an existingE,
reg-n
or storage taciliw.
qhanges whlch may or may not be signmcanf swh
as an hcf&se in LNG throughput, change in kanapxtation a storage operuUons.
Appmvalldisppwal of an application InvoMng a elgrhrmnt opefational
change, such as a major Increase In the quantity ol LNG Imported or exported.
-

-

Cbnaa of AcUonr A p p h b l e to Propane AllouUon Program
Assignments and allocations of propene to retall and rrhole Assigrmena and allocaUone of popane to gas lrlllC
sale ouIlBts for commercial and reeidentialuse.
ties for peak 8havlm Btu enrichment or ewmb
mental & supplim I;lvdving new mmmmioia a
a
subatantid change In opedons a potential impact
.
onrnnpe~urenofp~pana
Assignments and allocations ol propane to gas utillUm for New afraignmm@'andallocations of papane becb
peak shaving or Btu enlichnent which do. m t lnvdve r(ock to eMMe operetlon of or lncreeses In opernew construction or a substantial change in-.operslion d o n of p e t m h m i d plank
and where DOE has determined that such actions will Changes In regulatwy stalus such as the decontrol of
not impact the supplies available for competing uses.
propane.

Approvalldiiproval of an application for suppner aaslgw kuance of an Order which reduces Sffi pcoductlon Appmvalldsppwal of -an appllcetion for wpplii assignment and feed.
ment and feedstock allocation which Involves w n t i w below Naokfd levels and where the probnbility of
stock allocation rrhlch h v o W the constru&n of a new SNG plant or a
ation of SNG production at hi6torical leuelq and where fuel switching or olhw impacts caused by Um re- meior mcdWdon at an ex)stlng plant
DOE has determined ttat the requested assignment will duction lp u n k r i .
not adversely impact competing users due to Um p m
jected availability ol &upply.
Issuance of an Order for an exlstmg plant which h- Issuance of an Order whlch eQWicanUy reducas the feedsmk alkcaUon to
creases Um SNG produclion abwe hlstorkal levels. an eastlng plant In caoes where the gas rupplyldemand outlook hdcales
s g n i t fuel cmitching or eoommic hardship may occur as a msult of
the curtailment of SNG feedstock.
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NamaHy require EA's M not ne~esssrilyElsa

Normally do nd q u i r e eimer EA's a EIS's

, Appmval

of mica ex&anga tlfm&mm for hlmllatlon, data a psrsonnel with other coumb8 a intemb
tiarsl CWgnnKaion.
Appoval d m.ngements lo uuvst otha acunbles h iden(C
tylng and eMlyMO their energy ~~~IIIWS,& 6-d
opbom

Appmval of expod of Mlall quan(mea of qmdd nudear mm.
brial8alsotopcmotai.lhaccaduKaw(mtheN~
ar Non-Rollferabon Act of 1078 Md the "Pmcedures
Established Pwsuant to the Nudear NorrPrddenlion
Act of 1078" (FEDERALREGISTER. Part VII. June 0,

Normally q u l r e EISs

..-.."......................................... .-.-............................

--..........................,...................................................
i

.................. ................................................ ....................
b

s

IB78)

-

C h u u d Adom A p p l h b h to P o w n Y.*aUng M m l n ~ (PUA)
w
.
-

Mma addPona to a substaUon. transformer sddltlona, a upomding-(
a reoonductonng) an ex& Maln Trammmm System Addllfons-addmons o, new nansrrllsolno lnes
changes m transformer aaslgnments thal do not a i f d athg banemdon Ine
maln gnd subst.lionr and n r n d n g stahon8 lo PMA 8 malr I r a r s m m
the area beyond the previously developed substabcf~
@.
area.
d new w d o e facllltles such as tap lntegratlng TranDmtsslon Faalmes--Lransm~ss~onsystem addltlons tor tnte
Conlneoandcwbswbns.
grabng new emmes of general~onInto PMA's man grd
Modmatbns of d n g facmles (e.g.. auhaladons.
m
g
e yards) *here hpacB extend beyond h
previarslVdavebped fadmy area
m
M managemenl poorem (system-).

C h m a d rctlonm Qenenlly Applkabb to huclear Wmrt. Mmapsment Progrmm

6-d site eharscGertzabon .cbvi(ies whlch DOE actbnm w l t l n g h lb cute relectlon. eonstrucbon, or operaMn d
and/or dlapasal of nuclear waste. andlor apent nudear
by virlue of nuvca camllmerrl a elapsed U r n major stfor wmpletbn may foreclow reasonable SRe aim- tuel.

~o~

1

natives.
Land scguismon scllvibes d e l y for the pufpcma of
r&ng
possibk candidate site8 6-d which do
nol prejudce fubne programrnabc site wlectlon d e
dsbn

i,

i

P
I

I

,

C l a n n d *ctbnm Q e n y l l y Appllc;rble to W E Imphnnntatlon dPowelplult md Indu.fisl F v d Uu Act d 1978 (FUA)
The grant or derual of any temporaly eremptlon fa any e b
tnc pewerplanlor major tuelkmlng )nstallation.
The grant a denral of m y permmm? exemptbn for any exlstlng electric powerplant a mapr tueCkming installalion. other than an erempUm+l) under lec(bn 312(c).
relating to mgme&aw (2) under d o n 312(1), relatIng to scheduled emlmall Ouugeix (3) wder secUon
312(b), relabng to cart& Stab a locd requlremmls;
and (4) mim lec(bn 312(g), relabng to certsln htenne
date load powerplants
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.................................................................................
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